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Hierarchical clustering algorithms in data mining
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statistics , hierarchical grouping (also called hierarchical cluster analysis or HCA) is a cluster analysis method that seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters. Hierarchical grouping strategies usually fall into two types: [1] agglomerative: This is a bottom-up approach: each observation starts in its own cluster, and cluster pairs merge, with one
moving up the hierarchy. Business: This is a top-down approach: all observations start in one cluster and divisions are recursive, with one moving down the hierarchy. In general, mergers and splits are determined in a greedy way. The results of the hierarchical cluster[2] are usually presented in a dendropgram. The standard hierarchical
agglomerative cluster (HAC) algorithm has a time complexity of O (n 3 ) {\displaystyle {\mathcal {O}}(n^{3})} and requires Ω ( n 2 ) {\displaystyle \(n^{2})}} memory, making it too slow for even average data. However, for some special cases, optimal effective agglomeration methods (of complexity O ( n 2 ) {\displaystyle {\mathcal {O}}
(n^{2})} are known: SLINK[3] for single binding and CLINK[4] for full cluster connectivity. (2 journals  n) {\displaystyle {\mathcal {O}}(n^{2}\log n)} , O (n 3) limit improvement {\displaystyle {\mathcal {O}{3}}, In many cases, the memory above the head of this approach is too large to make it practically usable. O ( 2 n ) {\displaystyle {\mathcal
{O}}(2^{n})} , but it is customary to use faster heuristic methods to select tabs, such as k-means. Cluster non-similarity In order to decide which clusters should be combined (for agglomerations), or where a cluster should be divided (for dividing), a measure of dissities between observation groups is required. In most methods of
hierarchical grouping, this is achieved by using an appropriate metric (distance measure between pairs of observations) and a connection criterion that defines the non-similarity of sets as a function of the pairs of observation distances in the sets. Indicator Additional information: Metric (mathematics) Choosing an appropriate indicator will
affect the shape of clusters, as some elements may be relatively closer to each other under one indicator than another. For example, in two dimensions, below the metric of the Distance from Manhattan, the distance between origin (0,0) and (.5, .5) is the same as the distance between origin and (0, 1), while in euclid distance metric the
latter is strictly greater. Some common indicators for hierarchical grouping are: [5] Names Formula Euclid distance ‖ − b ‖ 2 = ∑ i ( i – b i ) 2 {\displaystyle \|| b-|_{2}={\sqrt {\sum _{i}(a_{i}-b_{i}){2} Square Distance ‖ 2 - b ‖ = ∑ ( i - b i) 2 {\displaystyle \. |a-b-b+{2}^{2}=\sum_i}(a_{i}-b_{i}) ^ {2}} Distance from Manhattan ‖ − ‖ 1 = ∑ i | a i – b i |
{\displaystyle\|| b\|| _{1}=\sum _{i}|a_{i}-b_{i}|} Maximum distance ‖ a − b ‖ ∞ = max i | a i – b i | {\displaystyle\|| b\|____{_infty}==max_max _{i}|a_{i}-b_{i}|} Distance from mahalanobis ( a - b ) ⊤ S − 1 ( a − b ) {\displaystyle {\sqrt {(a-b)^\top}S^{-1}(a-b)}}} where S is the insidious matrix for text or other non-numeric data, metrics such as the
distance of Blackmings or the Distance of Levenchtine are often used. A review of cluster analysis in health psychology studies found that the most common distance measure in published studies in this area of study was euclid distance or square euclide distance. [Reference required] Connection criteria The connection criterion
determines the distance between observation groups as a function of the distances between the two. Some commonly used criteria for linking between observation sets A and B are: [6] Names Formula Maximum or full-linkage clustering max { d ( a , b ): ∈ A , b ∈ B } . {\displaystyle \max\, \{\, d(a, b): a\ in A, \ in B\, \}}}} Minimum or single
connection clustering min { d ( a , b ) : ∈ A, b ∈ B } . {\displaystyle \min\, \{\, d(a, b):a\in A,\, b\in B\, \}}}} Weighted Average Link (or UPGMA) 1 | A 2000 ─ | B | ∑ ∈ ∑ b ∈ B d ( b ) {\displaystyle {\frac {1}{| A|\cdot | B|}} \sum _{a\in A}\sum _{b\in B}d(a,b)} Weighted average connection (or WPGMA) d ( i ∪ j , k ) = d ( i , k ) + d ( j , k ) 2 .
{\displaystyle d(i\cup j,k)={d(i,k)+d(j,k)}{2}}.} Centroid or UPGMC connection clusters ‖ c s − c t t t ‖ {\displaystyle \|| c_{s}-c_{t}\|}} where {\displaystyle c_{s}} and c t {\ displaystyle c_{t}} are the centrifugal groups of s and t, respectively. Minimum energy grouping 2 n m ∑ i , j = 1 n , m ‖ — b j ‖ 2 − 1 n 2 ∑ i , j = 1 n ‖ a — a i — a — a j ‖ 2 —
1 m 2 ∑ ‖ <7> i , j = 1 m ‖ b i - b j j ‖ 2 {\displaystyle {\frac {2}{nm}}\sum _{i,j=1}^{n,m}\|a_{i}-b_{j}|{ 2}-{\frac{1}{n^{2}}}}\sum _{i} j=1}^{n}|a_{i}-a_{j}|| _{2}-{\frac {1}{m^{2}}}}\sum _{i=1}^{m}|b_{i}-b_{j}|__{2}}, where d is the selected metric. Other connection criteria include: The sum of all dispersions within the cluster. The increase in dispersion
for the cluster that merges (area criterion). Candidates are more likely to load with the same distribution function (V-linkage). The product from a degree of and outside degrees of k-near-adjacent graph (graph link). [9] The growth of some cluster descriptor (i.e. quantity determined to measure cluster quality) after the merger of two
clusters. [10] [11] [12] The discussion has the clear advantage that any valid distance measure can be used. In fact, the observations themselves are not necessary: all that is used is a matrix of distances. Agglomeration grouping, for example Raw data, for example, assume that this data will be grouped, and the Euclide distance is an
indicator of distance. Hierarchical clustering dendrogram will be like this: Traditional representation Of the tree at a given height will give splitting clustering at selected accuracy. In this example, the cutting after the second row (top) of dendrogram will receive clusters {a} {b c} {d e} {f}. Cutting after the third row will receive clusters {a} {b c}
{d e f}, which is a rougher cluster, with a smaller number but larger clusters. This method builds the hierarchy of individual elements by gradually merging clusters. In our example, we have six items {a} {b} {c} {d} {e} and {f}. The first step is to determine which items to merge into a cluster. Usually we want to take the two closest elements,
according to the selected distance. Optionally, a distance matrix can also be built stage where the number in the 1th row j-column is the distance between the ith and jth elements. Then, when clustering is performed, rows and columns are merged clusters are merged and distances updated. This is a common way to apply this type of
clustering and benefits from caching distances between clusters. A simple agglomerative cluster algorithm is described in a single-linkage clusters page; can be easily adapted to different types of connections (see below). Supposing we have merged the two closest items b and c, now we have the following groups {a}, {b, c}, {d}, {e} and
{f}, and you want to merge them further. To do this, we need to take the distance between {a} and {b c}, and therefore define the distance between two clusters. Typically, the distance between two clusters A {\displaystyle {\mathcal {A}} and B {\displaystyle {\mathcal {B}} is one of the following: The maximum distance between the elements
of each cluster (called full connection of connections): max { d ( x , y ) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B } . {\displaystyle\max\{,d(x,y):x\in {\},\, y\ in {\} mathematical {B}}}}}}}} The minimum distance between the elements of each cluster (also called a single cluster connection): min { d ( x , y ) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B } . {\displaystyle \min\{, d(x,y):x\in {\} in {\}
mathematics {A}},\,y\ in {\mathcal {B}}}}}}}} The average distance between the elements of each cluster (also called the average connection of connections used, for example, in UPGMA): 1 | A 2000 ─ | B | ∑ x ∈ ∑ ∈ B d ( x , y ) . {\displaystyle {1\over {|{ *mathematical {A}}|\cdot | {\mathcal {B}}|} \sum _{x\in {\mathcal {A}}}\sum _{y\in
{\mathcal {B}}}d(x,y)}} The sum of all intra-cluster dispersion. Increasing the dispersion for the cluster merges (area method[8]) Probability candidates clusters throw from the same distribution function (V-linkage). In the case of connected minimum distances, the pair is selected arbitrarily, thus being able to generate several structurally
different dendrograms. Alternatively, all connected pairs can be joined simultaneously, generating a unique dendrogramgram. [13] Grouping can always be stopped when there is a sufficiently small number of clusters (numbering criterion). Some connections can ensure that agglomeration occurs at a greater distance between clusters
than the previous agglomeration, and then can stop grouping when the clusters are too remote to be merged (distance). However, this is not the case with the centrifugal connection in which so-called reversals can occur[14] (inversions, deviations from ultrametry). Cluster splitting The basic principle of a dividing cluster is published as the
DIANA algorithm (DIvisive ANAlysis clustering). [15] Initially, all data is in the same cluster, and the largest cluster is split until each object is separated. As O (2 n) exists, O(2^{n})} partitioning methods Heuristics. DIANA selects the object with the maximum average dissexuality and then moves all the objects in this cluster that are more
similar to the new cluster than the others. Open source application software Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of Iris dataset (using R). SOURCE Hierarchical clustering and interactive visualization of dendrogram in Orange data mining suite. ALGLIB performs several hierarchical clustering algorithms (single connection, full-connection,
region) in C++ and C# with O (n²) memory and O(n3) run time. ERC includes multiple hierarchical clustering algorithms, different connectivity strategies, as well as effective SLINK, [4] CLINK algorithms and Anderberg algorithms, flexible cluster extraction from dendrograms and various other cluster analysis algorithms. Octaves, the
analog GNU to MATLAB performs the hierarchical grouping in the connection function. Orange, a data retrieval software package, includes a hierarchical grouping with an interactive dendrogram preview. R has many packages that provide hierarchical clustering features. SciPy performs hierarchical grouping in Python, including the
effective SLINK algorithm. scikit-learn also performs the hierarchical grouping in Python. Weka includes hierarchical cluster analysis. MATLAB's commercial implementations include hierarchical cluster analysis. Sas includes hierarchical cluster analysis in proc cluster. Mathematics includes a hierarchical cluster package. NCSS includes
hierarchical cluster analysis. SPSS includes hierarchical cluster analysis. Qlucore Omics Explorer includes hierarchical cluster analysis. Stata includes hierarchical cluster analysis. CrimeStat includes the closest neighbor hierarchical cluster algorithm with graphical output for Geographic Information System. See also Binary Space
Partitioning Boundary Volume Hierarchy Brown Clusters Clusters Cluster Analysis Computer Philology CURE Data Clustering Algorithm Dasgupta Target Dendrogram Determining the Number of Clusters in Data Set Hierarchical Cluster of Networks Locally Sensitive Hashing Adjacent Search Closest Neighbor Chain Algorithm No.
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